The development of a robust, unified systems architecture is an important problem in IVHS technology. This paper presents a sketch of a general architectural framework within which IVHS systems can carry out a wide range of management and control functions. 0 information span --satisfactory accomplishment of the task will require itlformation ranging from that referring to a single vehicle to that which spans system-wide flows.
0 time scale -the frequency of decisions and responses varies from under 1 s for continuous control of vehicles to several hours for network flow optimization; 0 spatial scope -the impact of a control action can vary from a single vehicle to the traffic in the entire network;
0 information span --satisfactory accomplishment of the task will require itlformation ranging from that referring to a single vehicle to that which spans system-wide flows.
The architecture that we outline incorporates a hierarchy of five layers. This hierarchy helps to formulate a structured, modular approach to the development of IVHS because: 0 The hierarchy satisfactorily resolves all four dimensions of difference in the tasks.
0 Each layer presents a standard reference model to the layer above it. This provides a. "clean" interface between layers, and the design of each layer can proceed independently using the reference model of the hyer below. When standardized, the reference model serve as IVHS open systems architecture.
0 Communication takes place only between adjacent layers and between peer layers. This will help specify the communication capabjlities needed to support the control system.
For the ATMS and ATIS functions, .in which the driver is in control of the vehicle tb.e :asks are a,rranged in the following five layers: the physical, regulation, planning, link and network layers. For the most advanced AVCS functions, in which driving tasks are fully automated, the five layers are: physical, vehicle regulation. coordination, link and network. The corresponding layers in the two architectures are functionally similar, although the reference models are significantly different.. The functions and the information requirements of the two architectures are sufficiently similar that we strongly urge that future work aimed at successive refinements of either architecture should insist on a graceful transition to the other architecture. In practice, this is most likely to mean that the AThfS and ATIS systems should be designed to accommodate the extensions to the additional features envisaged in a fully a,utomated AVCS system. The modular, hierarchical nature of the architectural framework we have proposed makes it possible to do so from the fitart, before the A4VCS details are fully worked out, and without significant additional cost. The basic motiva,tion for this work is to invite discussion on IVHS architectures from relevant participants including transportation agencies, automobile manufacturers, control and communications equipment developers, and the research community. We have deliberately sketched an idealized portrait of the fully automated AVCS scenario and avoided the important concern6 of system evolution in order to sharpen discussion.
Introduction
The impetus behind IVHS comes from the consensus that the proper use of control and communications technologies can significantly increase highway safety and capacity. Beyond this broad consensus, however, opinions differ as to the range of IVHS functions and the way t,hese technologies should be int'egrated to realize those functions.
At the easy-to-implement, low tech end of the spectrum are partially automated systems which support ATIS (A4dvanced Traveler Information Systems) and ATMS (Advanced Traffic Management Systems) functions. At the high tech end of the spectrum are f u l l y automated IVHS systems which, in addition, support AVCS (A4d-vanced Vehicle Control Syst,ems) functions. The key difference is that under partial automation the driver remains in complete control of the vehicle, whereas under full automation the vehicle is under automatic control. The paper presents a sketch of a general architecture framework within which IVHS systems can carry out a wide range of management and control functions. The most important aspect of the work reported here is the definition of two parallel and compatible architectures suitable for partial or full automation.
The paper is organized as follows. $2 presents a rough conception of the way traffic will be organized under the two regimes. The management and control tasks that must be performed to implement this organization follow readily from this conception. $3 gives a description of these tasks, differentiating them along the four dimensions of function, time scale, spatial scope, and information span. $4 outlines the two five-layer architectures. The compatibility of the two architectures becomes clear from the way the tasks are partitioned among the five layers, and the nature of the information flows between layers. This suggests that ATMS and ATIS systems can and should be designed to accommodate extensions to the additional functions of a fully automated AVCS syst em.
$5 proposes a reference model for each layer. The reference models make precise the similarity and difference in the two architectures. They help decouple the problem of design for each layer. More importantly, once the reference models are standardized and accepted, they constitute an open architecture for IVHS systems.
The standards define an interface between layers and different implementation of each layer can interwork so long as they meet the interfa,ce standards.
Organization of traffic
We begin with a description of the traffic organization under full automation, and then present tthe modifications for partial automation. Full automation. Imagine a homogeneous automated network of interconnected highways. Appropriately equipped vehicles enter and exit this network at various gates and travel through this network under automatic control. The network is embedded in a larger transportation system con- Figure I : A route is a, sequence of segments tadning several inhomogeneous netw0rks.l For exa,mple, a vehicle leaving our network may enter an unautonv,ted network of urba,n arterials. We descri.be how a vehicle's trip through the network from entry to esit is selected and realized.
TJpon entering a gate, the vehicle announces it,s ultimate destinat,ion.
The (IVHS) system responds by assigning to it a nomina,l route R through the network. This is a sequence like It consists of a sequence of segments. The first segment is on the highway named H I starting at gate s1 and finishing at, gate f l ; the second segment is 011 highway H2 from ga,te sa to f 2 : and so on, a,s illustrated in Figure 1. A vehicle senses the sectionon which it is tmveling. A section is denoted by ( H , l , d ) Since vehicles spend most of their time and distance during a trip in a lane-keeping mode, this mode is designed to maximize the flow in a lane. This is achieved by moving vehicles in platoons [l, 2, 31. Within a platoon all vehicles except the leader -that is, the followers -are under continuous feedback control which maintains a very close spacing (about 1 m ) with the vehicle in front. W t < h platoons of size 20 the capacity can increase by a factor of three or four [a] . This is the main reason for the platooning strategy. Longitudinal feed.back control can provide an adequate performance in platoons of up to 20 vehicles [4, 5 , 
31.
The leader must maintain the announced target speed v ( H , I , d ) while keeping a safe distance between itself and the platoon in front of it.
A platoon leader in the lane-keeping mode may find that its platoon size is different from the target size (of say 20) . If the size is small.er than 20 the leader initiates a platoon merge mane.uver; if the size is larger than 20 it initiates a plat,oon split marzeuwr. The merge maneuver can be implemented by another negotiate and execute two-phase procedure. In the first phase, the leader determines if the sum of its own size and that of the platoon in front of it is smaller than 20. If it is, it requests permission to merge. If that permission is obtained (which would happen unless the platoon in front was itself engaged in a merge or split maneuver), the leader enters the second phase. In that phase it will speed up until it is close to the platoon in front, and it changes its role to a follower so that its feedback control system will henceforth control spacing. If permission to merge is denied by the platoon in front, the leader tries again later. In a split maneuver the 1ea.der decides to split the platoon. This is accomplished by another two-phase procedure. In the first phase the leader requests the relevant follower to change its role to a leader. When the request has been granted, the second phase is begun. In that phase, the relevant followers are informed who their new leader is, and thus a new platoon is formed. The new leader will slow down initially since it is too close to the platoon in front and after a safe distance is reached it will try to maintain the target speed v( H , 1 , d ) announced by the When our free agent enters its lane-keeping mode it notes that its platoon size of one is below the ta,rget of 20 and it initiates a, merge maneuver. If it is possible to do so, it will end up in a la,rger platoon. Its role may change from leader to follower several times while it is in lane Z2 and until it reaches section d2 (see Figure 2) when it must begin change lane maneuvers in order to move t,o lane 13. In order to change h e s . it must be a free agent. If it, is not, it initiates one or two split maneuvers at the end of which it becomes a free agent. Our vehicle then enters a. sequence of change lane maneuvers until it is in lane 1 2 from which it exits at gate fz.
Partial automation. The description above is modified as follows. As before, when a vehicle enters the (partially) a,utomated network, the driver is assigned a nominal route to the intended destination. On each segment a path is assigned as well, and for each section the system sets a tar-'These two-phase procedures are called protocols.
[6] presents a complete protocol design. get speed. The difference so far is that the driver chooses her own route, path and speed, and these choices may not conform to those selected by the systems3
The most important difference concerns subsequent decisions. There are, of course, no platoons -only free agents. Each driver plans and executes her own vehicle's trajectory. This trajectory consists of a sequence of change lane and lane-keeping maneuvers. The driver's decisions may be assisted by the information about traffic states and advice about speed and path selection offered by the system. Driver behavior may a,lso be modified by AVCS functions implemented on board the vehicles, such as adaptive cruise control, collision warning/avoidance, lane position sensors.
As the range of AVC!S functions implemented increases, the functional capability of partially a,utomated systems approaches that of full automation, so that the crucial distinction between the two is this: Under full automation, capacity and safety are increased through platooning and a high degree of coordination of vehicle trajectories; under partial automation, the degree of coordination remains low and capacity imrease is minimal.
This completes our brief description of traffic organization under full and partial automation regimes. We now focus on the management and control tasks that must be performed to support this organization.
Management and control tasks
We describe four key control tasks beginning with decisions that have the widest impact and ending with the feedback control of a single vehicle. We give a brief account of each task and then specify its objective, time scale, spatial scope, and information span. Comments on each task are collected under "Remarks". The main body of the discussion. concerns full automation. Modifications for partially automated systems are summarized in the Remarks a,s well.
3This will lead to a significant difference in the reference models of $ 5 .
Route and flow control
When a vehicle starts its trip at some gate (H, s ) and announces its destination gate ( J , f ) , the system a,ssigns to it a route where ( H I , SI) = ( H , s ) and (Hn, fn) = (J, f).
Thus this decision is a function:
This function could be implemented as a routing table. The route selection is made jointly with the selection of equilibrium speeds in each highway section, i.e. with the selection of a function
Objective. The routes and section speeds must be selected so that the equilibrium or steady state traffic flows in the system are optimized according to some criteria. Possible criteria include: minimizing total travel time across the network, minimizing the time of each route at the moment the request is received, and minimizing the maximum or a high percentile of excess travel time (relative to the free-flow travel time).
Time scale. The functions ( l ) , (2) are updated after a significant and long lasting shift in demand (e.g. morning rush hour, afternoon, evening rush hour, night; weekday, weekend) or in network capacit,y (e.g. certain lanes may be closed, driving condit,ions on some highway segments may have changed due to weather). The frequency of such changes is on the order of once per hour on the average, but these changes could occur rapidly in response to incidents.
Spatial scope. Changes in the routes and equilibrium speeds affect traffic throughout the network.
Information span. Any procedure that will accomplish this task satisfactorily will require systemwide information on demand, capacity, and possibly of existing flows. This information will he at. a macroscopic level.4
Remarks. This description implies that route selection is done at a centralized, systemwide level according to systemwide criteria. Alternatively, in a more decentralized implementation, a computer on board the vehicle could select its own route based on traffic condit,ions broadcast by the system. In the latter case each route would presumably be selected to minimize individual trip time which may compromise systemwide performance criteria such as time for all trips. The point is only that many implementations are possible.
The route and flow control tasks under partial automation are virtually identical to those described above. However, if drivers are free to ignore the route assigned by the system, it may not be possible to meet objectives which would conflict with individual driver desires. For example, routes selected to minimize total travel time may not minimize individual travel time and so they may be ignored by the drivera5
P a t h and congestion control
When a vehicle enters gate s in section ( H , E , d) and announces its exit gate f , the system assigns a path ( 1 2 , d 2 , 1 3 ) . Since d2,13 are determined entirely by the exit gate f (see Figure 2) , the only decision to be made in path assignment is the selection of the lane 12 over which the vehicle will travel most of the time it is on this highway. If H has several lanes, the traffic should be evenly distributed across lanes.6 This is a fairly trivial task: for example, assignment of vehicles to lanes in 'round-robin' order will achieve a ba,lanced distribution of traffic across lanes. The round-robin rule could be modified so that vehicles that need *By macroscopic level we mean that traffic is treated as a compressible fluid rather than as a collection of individual vehicles. T h e fluid is described by macroscopic variables such as density, speed, and flow.
'The benefits to individual drivers from dynamic route guidance may be small. Analytical studies suggest this for recurrent congestion [7] ; simulations suggest that benefits decrease rapidly as the fraction of drivers using such guidance increases [SI.
'Efficiency may also be increased by specializing lanes by vehicle type, e.g. trucks, buses. automobiles.
to exit 'soon' are in the 'near' lane, while those traveling longer distances could better justify the lane-changing overhead incurred in moving to the 'far' lane.
Path assignments may become more complicated than implied above when the system must respond to accidents or other blockages. It may become necessary to change a route after a vehicle has entered a section if the originally assigned route suffers a problem.
The system must also announce the platoon target speed u ( H , I, d ) in each section of the highway. This speed will normally be the equilibrium speed v e ( H , I, d ) of (2). However, in order to reduce congestion the target speed may temporarily deviate from the equilibrium speed.
We discuss this briefly below. Lastly, the system must an- Congestion control in any section requires knowledge of speeds and headways within 1,000 m on either side of the section. This information can be at a macroscopic level, and may be obtained by processing data on vehicle counts and passing speeds [9, 101, or from probe vehicles [ll] .
Remarks. Simple heuristics can be incorporated in procedures to be used in 'path assignment' algorithms. Such algorithms would be linked to algorithms that estimate congest,ion, and detect and respond to incidents.
Random fluctuations in traffic flow now arise from non-uniformity and randomness in driver behavior and random arrivals and departures of vehicles to and from the highway. The first type of randomness would be reduced by a partially automated system which announces advisory section target speeds [2, la]; the reduction would be much greater with full automation since platoons would automatically track target speeds (drivers may be less responsive). The second source of randomness can be partially controlled by ramp metering. However, quantitative estimates of these reductions are lacking.
Trajectory and path planning
Under full aut.omation, a vehicle plans a trajectory conforming to the assigned path. The trajectory consists of change lane maneuvers when the vehicle is a free agent a,nd merge and split maneuvers when it is in a platoon in lane-keeping mode. The three kinds of maneuvers are carried by two-phase procedures: in a 'negotiate' phase, the vehicle coordinates its plan with those of neighboring platoons; the planned trajectory is then 'executed' by appropriate feedback controllers. In addition, whenever a vehicle is a platoon leader it tries to track t8he announced target speed w (H, 1, d ).
Objective. These maneuvers must be executed safely. The negotiating protocols must be correct: they must take into account possible error conditions. For example, errors can occur during communication. Each vehicle must keep track of its platoon data. This data must be updated whenever it changesa7
Time scale. A free agent will engage in lanechanging maneuvers very infrequently (perhaps twice per segment).
The merge and split moves should also be infrequent. The time between such maneuvers should be on the order of minutes. with neighboring platoons. They should be able to set feedback control laws on their own vehicles.
Remarks. Automatic coordination of platoon trajectories and control of vehicles (see $3.4) are the two distinguishing features of full automation. They constitute a radical departure from current practice, and their implementation will require a major research and development effort. The negotiation protocols are similar in structure to computer-communication protocols [13] . They can be described and verified for correctness using high-level description languages (see, eg.
[14]).
A complete protocol design is presented in [6].
Implementation of the protocols requires intervehicle communication links to exchange protocol messages.
Under partial automation each individual driver plans the trajectory of her own vehicle, i.e. decides when to change lanes and what speed to follow. It is poorly understood how these decisions are made, a,nd how they can be influenced by appropriate information and advice.
Feedback control
The 'execution' phase of a platoon rmneuver is implemented by vehicles under automatic control. ' [ti] gives a list of data that is adequate for the protocols considered there.
Five types of control laws are needed according to [6] . [ 1) When a vehicle is a follower, a spacing control maintains the required t,ight spacing with the vehicle in front of it in its platoon, [4, 5 , 151. (2) As a leader in the lane-keeping mode a tracking control maintains the announced target section speed while keeping a safe headway from the vehicle in front. ( 3 ) lipon receiving the appropriate command a merge control accelerates the leader to join the platoon in front. (4) Similarly, upon receiving the appropriate command a split control decelerates the leader until it achieves the proper headway. ( 5 ) Lastly, upon receiving the appropriate command a steering control guides a free agent to the available vacant space in the adjacent lane.
Note that these are types of feedback control laws. That is to say each type is a class of laws indexed by several parameters. For instance, the spacing control law would be parameterized by the required spacing distance; the steering control law would be parameterized by the location of the vacant space and the speed of vehicles in the adjacent la,ne. Other parameters may consist of 'preview' informat,ion about the geometry of the road, road conditions, etc. [16] .
Under partial information, the feedback Lontrol is implicit in the driver's response t o her perception of the movement of surrounding vehicles and the range of AVCS functions implemented in the vehicle. This implicit control law is as yet very poorly understood.
Objective. The various kinds of feedback control laws must, maint,ain stability while accomplishing the five tasks described above.
Time scale. The time scale is on the order of 0.3 s, based on time constants of dynamic models of contemporary vehicles [17] .
Spatial scope. The direct effect of feedback control is limited to one vehicle.
Information span.
This is still unclea,r since control designs have not been worked out. For example, the longitudinal control design of [4] requires the controller to know its own vehicle's state (position, velocity), the spacing between its vehicle and the car in front, and the velocity and acceleration of the leader and the car in front. In addition, controllers may need to 'preview' the shape of the highway in terms of grade and curvature. While the information needed is certainly limited to a short distance from the position of the vehicle, sophisticated sensors may be needed to obtain it [18] although some very simple schemes may suffice [19] .
Remarks. The design of feedback control laws, the difficulty of implementing them, and their performance depend critically upon the information and the actuators available. The information in turn is a function of (1) the sensors on board the vehicle for measuring velocity, acceleration, and relative distance and speed between adjacent vehicles, (2) the sensor data from one vehicle communicated t o neighboring vehicles, and (3) information about the geometry (curvature and gradient) of the highway communicated to the vehicle. The response characteristic for braking, acceleration, and steering actuators limit the overall performance.
Partially automated systems may leave all these control tasks to the driver. Or they may remove control from the driver under specific conditions. Examples include anti-lock braking systems, collision avoidance systems, and adaptive cruise control which maintain a target speed while keeping a minimum headway. They may also provide some traffic state information (eg. speed and acceleration of upstream vehicles) in the expectation that, it would improve driver performance. Figure 4 gives a block diagram of t,wo five layer control architecture. The one on the left is for full automation, the other is for partial automation. The functions of the top four layers correspond in order to the four tasks outlined in $3, namely: route and flow control, path and congestion control, trajectory planning and coordination (or planning alone for partial automation), and feedback control. The function of the physical layer is to provide the regulation layer with localize the impact of design changes, and reduce conlmunication cost and delay.
IVHS control architectures
The ATMS and ATIS control functions can be shared between vehicle and highway in varying amounts. For example, the network or link layers could provide route guidance as in ALI-SCOUT [ll] or only provide estimates of travel times and leave route selection to vehicles as in AMTICS
[ao, 211.
Ea,ch layer communicates with the layers immediately above or below. A controller at any layer may also communicate with its 'peers' as indicated by the horizontal lines. Under full automation the horizontal links at layer 2 are needed for coordination of trajectory plans; no such information exchange is envisaged under partial aut,omation. Peer exchange is needed at layer 1 under full automation for purposes of feedback control: it may also be needed under pa'rtial automation if some AVCS functions are implemented.
With the proposed configurat,ion, a controller at each layer 'supervises' one or more controllers at the layer below. For example, under full automation, at the regulation layer, at any time a controller is implementing one of the five control laws discussed in 93.4. The controller continuously changes the actuator commands in response to changes in sensor signals. On the other hand, it switches control laws when so ordered by its 1a.yer 2 supervisor. Thu.s decisions at each layer are changed either in response to information from .below' or because of new commands received from 'above', Le. conmands flow down the hierarchy and information flows up. This has the important implication that each layer presents to the hyer a,bove it a, model of the system, and the controller at any layer can be designed in terms of t,his model alone. The architecture thus facilitates modular design. We explore this in $ 5 . The structure of the information flows also has implications for the communications infrastructure needed t o support the control architecture. This is explored a bit further in [22, 
31.
Lastly, we note that the similarity between the two architectures has an important implication for IVHS system design. AThfS and ATIS func- The hierarchy resolves the four dimensions of difference between tasks. Each task is lodged in a separate layer; the frequency of decisions increases, the spatial scope reduces, and the information span is more localized as one moves down the hierarchy.
It seems natural, as suggested in the figure, to distribute the control task in each layer among several identical controllers as follows. There is then one controller per vehicle at layers 1 and 2, one controller at layer 3 for each highway link', and one or a few controllers for the entire network at layer 4. With this controller configuration, most of the intelligence for AVCS functions is placed in the vehicle while the highway infrastructure is responsible for collection, processing and communication of traffic data, and for setting routes, paths and speeds.
This coopera,tion of 'smart' vehicle and relatively 'passive' highway also promotes decentralization: the logic for each control task is placed at the point where the information on which it is based is available. For example, the planning and esecution of each vehicle's trajectory is carried out by the controller on that vehicle, even though it could also be done remotely. Decentralization, in turn, is likely to increase robustness of design, 
Reference models and open architecture
Perhaps the most important advantage of the proposed architecture is that it permits a separate specification of the control task at each layer and the controller design at one layer can be carried out independently of the designs at other layers.
The controller design at a layer is done in terms of a reference model of the layer below. We describe the four reference layers, beginning with the link layer and proceeding down the hierarchy of Figure 4 . We first consider full automation. The reference models for partial automation are significantly different even though they serve the same purposes.
Full automation
The link layer reference model is quite simple. It provides an aggregate description of the flows in each link. It also indicates to the network layer any significant capacity changes that may have occurred in the link. Thus this reference model can be presented as a graph each of whose links is characterized by the current capacity and the current flow. Such a reference model suggests formulating the layer 5 route and flow control task as a mathematical programming problem of network flow optimization. See where 'control type' is 'spacing', 'tracking', 'merge', 'split' or 'steering', and 0 is the associated parameter vector; and is the parameter vector of the response, see Figure 7 .
'Recall that a link consists of several sections between 50 m and 500 m long.
"Error conditions would indicate to the coordination layer supervisor why the command cannot be executed or how the result of the execution differs from the expected.
A very simple regulation layer reference model is given in [6] . For a different example, see [23] . The physical layer reference model is given by a, differential equation model of the vehicle, actuator, and sensor dynamics.ll The five types of control laws are designed using this reference model, see Figure 8 .
Each layer's reference models summarize how the system appears to the layer above it. There are also peer reference models that are used to design peer interaction. We briefly discuss these. Exchange of information among neighboring link layer controllers is needed in order to maintain continuity from one link to the next, and to warn of changes in flow or capacity. Such exchanges would be governed by a link layer peer reference model.
In a change lane maneuver a, free agent carries out a 'negotiate and execute' two-phase procedure. In the first or negotiation phase, the free agent exchanges a structured set of messages -a protocol -with neighboring platoons at the end of which the free agent has obtained a commitment of empty space in the adjacent lane. The correctness of this protocol is determined within 'lThere will be several models depending on vehicle, actuator and sensor type. the context of a coordination layer peer reference model. A useful formalism for such a model is provided by finite state machines [6] . Such finite state models serve the same function as the differential equation models of the physical layer reference model. The only difference is that the states of the finite state machine represent discrete logical stages in the execution of the protocol rather than the continuously varying states of the vehicle model.
Suppose the regulation layer is evaluating a feedback control law, for instance, the spacing control law. The calculation may depend on certain parameters of the other vehicles in the platoon. For example, the maximum permissible acceleration or braking may be limited by the vehicle in the platoon with the least performance. Thus, the regula,tion layer controller of a vehicle will need to exchange messages with its peers in the same platoon to determine the necessary parameters. Such an exchange would be governed by a regulation layer peer reference model.
Partial automation
The link layer reference model is the same as in Figure 5 . However, formulation of the layer 5 route and flow control tasks will require different models which reflect driver response to advice about routes.
The planning layer reference model is a dynamic model describing the behavior of manually controlled vehicles. The model equatiom involve usual macroscopic variables. The 'inputs' are section target speeds and path assignments. The model 'outputs' are speed and density on each section in the link. A significant literature is devoted to such traffic models [24, 25, 26, 27, 281. However, those models do not make provision for the effect of advisory speeds; an exception is [29] .
The regulation layer reference model is conceptually similar to that in Figure 7 , but its real status is problematic. This model presumably summarizes the performance of the driver as she controls the vehicle in response to a maneuver command issued by the driver herself (in her role as trajectory planner). Such models may emerge from simulation work underway [30] .
The physical layer reference model would be modeled not by differential equations as in the case of automatically controlled vehicles since that is not the way a driver understands vehicle dynamics. Instead the model would consist of heuristic rules (perhaps expressed in ordinary language) that explain to the driver how a vehicle responds to her acceleration, braking and steering commands.
Finally, the link layer peer reference models would be the same as before. There is no planning layer peer reference model. There would be regulation layer peer reference models if some AVCS functions are included in a partially automated system. In this case those reference models would be ,dentical to the fully automated models.
Open architecture
The phrase 'open systems architecture' has gained wide currency from its adoption and use in the context of computer-communication networks. The multi-layered architecture of these networks is standardized by bodies representing equipment manufacturers, users, service providers, etc. The standards describe reference models (i.e. the interfaces between layers and between peers) and the corresponding protocols. The term 'open' emphasizes the fact that equipment which conforms to the standards can interwork with any other conforming equipment, even though the equipment designs may be proprietary and different. The rapid advances in data networks are in part due to the industrywide adoption of open syst.em architectures.
Similar rapid advances are to be expected in IVHS technologies once the relevant participants (vehicle manufacturers, highway authorities, communication and control equipment suppliers, and representatives of the driving public) adopt an open IVHS architecture.
A tremendous amount of work will be needed to establish such standards because the issues are complex, the stakes are enormous, and the impact will be long-lasting. However: without such standards equipment on different vehicles and on different highways will be incompatible, much more expensive and far less productive.
Conclusions
The benefits of automation can be grouped under increases in capacity and safety. Partial automation will improve safety by providing critical information (eg. collision warning) to the driver, or by overriding driver control (eg. collision avoidance). Full automation is likely to yield greater safety because of more effective and predictable control of the vehicle. The major difference in benefits is certainly going to be in terms of capacity increase.
Under partial automation: capacity increase is achieved because travel time is reduced since drivers will have more accurate and timely information about traffic conditions and advice about the best routes. Simulation and analytical studies, and data from demonstration experiments suggest little or no improvement under recurrent congestion and some improvement under incidentinduced congestion. One may with confidence suggest an upper bound of 15 75 on the capacity increase from partial automation. The 'bottleneck' element in a partially automated system will continue to be, just as it is today, the driver response characteristic. It is precisely the elimination of this bottleneck that is promised by full automation. The coordination of trajectories and tight regulation of vehicles permit a platooning strategy with dramatic increases in capacity; the greater control should also reduce propagation of recurrent congestion. It must be added immediately that these are estimates based on the assumption that the technologies needed to implement full automation are feasible and on simple models of traffic flow under full automation.
The two architectures outlined here are similar in function, in structure, and in the implied information requirements. Therefore ATMS and ATIS systems can be designed to permit graceful extensions to the additional capa'bilities of a fully automated AVCS system. We urge the adoption of such an architecture because the additional cost seems not to be significant and because the potential gains seem to be very large.
The word 'sketch' in the title needs emphasis a.nd elaboration. To judge a proposed architec-ture we need to assess how much it, will help in an IVHS control design. At a minimum, the architecture merely serves as a convenient metaphor for describing the individual control tasks and their interrelationships. At a maximum, the architecture can greatly simplify the design effort. The simplification is achieved if the different control tasks are 'decoupled' and each task can be carried out using the appropriate reference model. Thus it seems that the value of any architecture will depend upon how well the reference models are constructed.
Judging from the development of the 'open systems architecture' of communication data networks, the design of reference models is of critical importance.
The design must evolve from the active participation of all relevant communities. In the case of IVHS this certainly includes transportation agencies, automobile manufacturers, control and communications equipment developers. We hope that forums for such participation that are being established will serve this function.
